July 28, 2020
The Honorable Betsy DeVos
Secretary
Department of Education
400 Maryland Avenue SW
Washington, DC 20202
Dr. Robert Redfield
Director
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention
1600 Clifton Road
Atlanta, GA 30329

Dear Secretary DeVos and Director Redfield:
We write to request all correspondence between your agencies, the White House, or
members or staff of the White House Coronavirus Task Force regarding guidelines issued by the
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) for educational settings. Public comments
made by President Trump and Vice President Pence and reports from CDC officials1 have made
it clear that the Trump administration is politicizing public health, interfering in the CDC’s
messages to the public, and prioritizing its political interest in reopening all schools for in-person
instruction without regard to the advice of federal, state, and local public health experts. The
challenging decision of whether and how to reopen schools safely for in-person instruction
should be based on the best available public health information and guidance, without regard to
politics. The public deserves to know the extent to which political pressure has affected the
CDC’s decision making, its updated, July 23, 2020 recommendations for schools and child cares
programs,2 and any additional guidance that CDC issues in the future.
State and local leaders are weighing complex considerations as they decide whether and
how to reopen schools safely, involving difficult trade-offs between the risk of infection, the
quality of distance and in-person learning, and the individual needs of each student, educator,
and school staff member. Parents are struggling with decisions about which approach is best for
their family and their children. And educators are forced to balance their desire to meet their
students face-to-face with the health risks to themselves and their loved ones. This is a
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complicated issue with many considerations and no perfect answer, and any in-person instruction
that does resume will require careful planning, leadership, and flexibility.
President Trump, however, has completely ignored these nuances and risks in favor of a
one-size-fits-all position at odds with state and local control of education. On July 6, 2020, he
tweeted, “SCHOOLS MUST OPEN IN THE FALL!!!”3 On July 7, he stated, “we’re very much
going to put pressure on governors and everybody else to open the schools…Get open in the fall.
We want your schools open.”4 And on July 8, he threatened that the administration “[m]ay cut
off funding if [schools are] not open!”5 On July 23 – the same day CDC released its updated
guidance – he endorsed a proposal to condition billions of dollars in federal aid on schools
reopening their buildings and threatened to redirect funding to private or religious schools if they
do not,6 which could force many public schools to choose between following the guidance of
local public health officials and cutting staff and services.
President Trump has repeatedly declared that his desire to see school buildings reopen
should overrule the judgment of his own public health experts. On July 8, he tweeted, “I disagree
with @CDCgov on their very tough & expensive guidelines for opening schools. While they
want them open, they are asking schools to do very impractical things. I will be meeting with
them!!!”7 Vice President Pence – apparently misunderstanding the role of the CDC in providing
authoritative guidance so state and local officials can determine which activities are safe to
conduct in-person during this unprecedented public health emergency – has contributed to this
political interference, stating, “we don’t want federal guidance to be a reason why schools don’t
reopen.”8 White House Press Secretary Kayleigh McEnany recently reinforced President
Trump’s call for full school reopening without regard to public health guidance, saying, “[t]he
science should not stand in the way of this.”9
The CDC has been and continues to be under significant political pressure to acquiesce to
the President’s demands. As President Trump was tweeting his demands that schools reopen, the
CDC was reportedly circulating an internal document that described fully reopening schools and
colleges as “highest risk.”10 Now, Director Robert Redfield says the purpose of the CDC’s
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guidance documents is “to facilitate the reopening and keeping open the schools in this country,”
and he echoes Vice President Pence in saying that the CDC’s recommendations “should not be
used as a rationale to keep schools closed.”11 However, CDC’s initial Considerations for School
Closure, which were released on March 14, 2020,12 recommended schools close “as part of a
larger community mitigation strategy for jurisdictions with substantial community spread,”13
which is now occurring at alarming rates from coast to coast.
In announcing the new July 23 guidelines, Director Redfield said, “it is critically
important for our public health to open schools this fall,”14 even as many regions continue to
experience significant uncontrolled community spread of the virus15 that would appear to
necessitate a “shelter in place” approach based on the CDC’s standards for mitigation of the
pandemic.16 And last week, on July 23, the CDC issued updated guidance with a statement
entitled, “The Importance of Reopening America’s Schools this Fall.”17 The White House
reviewed this statement and reportedly substantially edited at least one of the updated
documents.18 The discrepancy between the advice of public health experts and the public
statements of Trump administration officials, and the appearance that public health advice is
being shaped by political pressure, causes significant confusion for state and local officials and
threatens to undermine the CDC’s credibility when it is needed most, during a global pandemic
and national health emergency.
Secretary Betsy DeVos has likewise echoed President Trump’s call for schools to
disregard public health advice, refusing to say whether she thinks schools should follow CDC
guidelines and stating, “there is nothing in the data that would suggest that kids being back in
school is dangerous to them.”19 She even went so far as to claim that “kids are actually stoppers
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of the disease.”20 Global public health and education experts are working to understand COVID19’s risks to children, but there is already an expansive body of data suggesting children can
contract and transmit the disease. For example, in Israel, an abrupt decision to fully reopen
schools is believed to have led to more than 2,000 students, teachers and staff being infected with
COVID-19, more than 28,000 people being placed in quarantine, and a nationwide resurgence of
the virus.21 And a new study of families and students from South Korea found that older children
spread the virus much like adults, leading experts to conclude that “as schools reopen,
communities will see clusters of infection take root that include children of all ages.”22
Secretary DeVos has threatened to withhold funds to public schools in areas where they
choose not to reopen fully.23 This shortsighted proposal would bully schools into making
decisions based on resources rather than public health, undermine the safety and health of our
communities, and deny desperately needed funds to schools that are facing higher costs
alongside falling revenue.24 It has been sharply criticized by pediatricians, educators, and school
superintendents, who wrote, “[w]ithholding funding from schools that do not open in person
fulltime would be a misguided approach, putting already financially strapped schools in an
impossible position that would threaten the health of students and teachers.”25
Parents, educators and students share the goal of returning to school in person safely in
the fall. They understand that the risks and tradeoffs are difficult, and they are seeking unbiased,
expert advice to guide their decisions. President Trump, Vice President Pence and Secretary
DeVos’s repeated attempts to insert politics into public health decision making have created
confusion, undermined trust, and needlessly polarized this critical issue. Local education leaders,
and the public at large, need to know the extent to which guidance issued by your agencies may
have been influenced by political pressure in order to understand whether it can be treated as an
objective, expert source for their own decision making.
For that reason, we ask that you please provide the following information by Tuesday,
August 11, 2020:
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1. All correspondence between or among the Department of Education (ED), the CDC,
and/or the White House, including members or staff of the White House Coronavirus
Task Force and the Office of Management and Budget, regarding CDC guidelines for
schools between February 1, 2020 and July 24, 2020.
2. A list of all external individuals, groups and federal agencies who were consulted on
revised or newly issued CDC guidelines for educational settings since June 1, 2020.
3. A copy of any draft or final guidance or recommendations on school reopening
prepared by CDC officials, and any correspondence related to these drafts or final
guidance.
4. The scientific basis for Secretary DeVos’s statement that “there is nothing in the data
that would suggest that kids being back in school is dangerous to them.”26
Thank you for your consideration of this urgent matter.
Sincerely,

Elizabeth Warren
United States Senator

Andy Levin
Member of Congress

CC: The Honorable Alex Azar, Secretary of Health and Human Services, U.S. Department of
Health and Human Services
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